Abstract-In this paper, the frequency reuse and the distributed dynamic channel assignment for microcellular networks are studied. We show that it is possible to use carriers with violation to the frequency reuse pattern with an insignificant degradation of the quality of service. As a result, a new family of distributed dynamic channel assignment algorithms is presented: the DDCA with violation to the reuse pattern (DDCA with VRP) strategies. The DDCA with VRP schemes allow to use carriers with at most one violation to the reuse pattern, under the restriction that both cells using simultaneously the same carrier must be the farthest cells of their interference neighborhoods. The results show that the use of carriers with VRP is an effective strategy to increase the system capacity at the expense of an insignificant degradation of the quality of service. This is due to the fact that the carriers are employed with VRP by short time intervals in the least harmful situations. We propose and evaluate five DDCA with VRP schemes and everyone overcomes the performance of the maximum packing (MP) algorithm, with limited carrier usage information and without the need of centralized coordination neither global carrier rearrangements.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
UE to the small size of the cells in microcellular networks, the traffic has an uneven time varying spatial distribution. Then, the channel assignment scheme must be flexible to allow adaptation to these traffic characteristics. A solution to this channel assignment problem is a distributed dynamic channel assignment strategy (DDCA). The dynamic nature of the strategy permits adaptation to uneven and changing traffic, while the distribution of the decision making process among the cells reduces the required computation and communication among base stations.
Several DDCA schemes with different requirements of communication amongst base stations have been proposed in the literature. They fall into two categories: traffic adaptation and interference adaptation. Conventional DDCA algorithms of the category adaptable to traffic [1] - [6] , ranging from simple selection of a feasible carrier to maximum packing, allow the use of any carrier in the operational frequency range in every base station. However, a carrier in use in one cell can only be used simultaneously in another cell in the system if the separation distance between the two cells is greater than a specified minimum distance, the reuse distance, to avoid cocarrier interference. In the conventional DDCA algorithms, this reuse distance is fixed and depends on the employed frequency reuse pattern.
The maximum packing (MP) algorithm is an idealized example of DCA, of special theoretical interest as it has been shown to achieve the optimum performance [6] . By optimum performance we mean the lowest blocking probability achievable without either dropping calls or rejecting a call when it can be accommodated. In MP a call is blocked or a handoff fails only if there is no global rearrangement of calls that would accommodate the call. However, MP requires centralized control with system-wide channel information and, therefore, it is not practical because of the enormous computation and communication among cells. An additional problem is that the number of rearrangements required between two subsequent arrivals in a bidimensional network can increase without bound with the number of cells [7] . On the other hand, the DDCA can be accomplished without the use of a central controller and limited intercell communication. Such strategy is necessarily suboptimum because each cell only has access to partial information. However, the distribution of computation and the reduced communication make it feasible.
In this paper, it is shown that the frequency reuse pattern can tolerate one or more violations and we shown the concept of available carrier with violation. This concept of available carrier allows to use carriers with at most one Violation to the Reuse Pattern (VRP) under the restriction that both cells using simultaneously the same carrier must be the farthest cells of their interference neighborhoods [8] , [9] . This can be done because the increase of the outage probability is negligible, since the decrease of the carrier-to-interference ratio is moderated and with specially designed carrier acquisition and release policies the probability that a carrier be used with VRP can be small. Thus, a new family of DDCA algorithms emerges. This new family has been called DDCA with violation to the reuse pattern (DDCA with VRP) schemes. The results show that these algorithms present a considerable increase in the system capacity at the expense of an insignificant degradation of the quality of service. To observe the average performance on signal quality the local mean carrier-to-interference ratio was considered. Also, we investigated the effects of the reuse factor, the base antenna height, the frequency band and the traffic load on the outage probability. The term "outage" means that the carrier to interference ratio is lower than a minimum required value . Log-normal shadowing and path loss are considered in the calculations of the outage probability. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the microcellular propagation model used, the frequency reuse and the violation to the reuse pattern concepts. Section III describes briefly some DDCA schemes. Section IV presents the available carrier with violation to the reuse pattern concept. Section V presents the DDCA with violation to the reuse pattern schemes. The simulation model is explained in Section VI. The results and conclusions are presented in Sections VII and VIII, respectively.
II. FREQUENCY REUSE AND VIOLATION TO THE REUSE PATTERN
Three digital cellular standards, IS-136, PDC, and GSM all use TDMA. The available spectrum is divided into carriers and each carrier is divided into time slots or channels. For our evaluation, we consider the standard IS-136 without global time slot synchronization with three slots per carrier. The channels for TDMA systems without global time slot synchronization are assigned in carrier groups. Carrier grouping implies a more stringent frequency reuse constraint because two channels of the same carrier cannot be used simultaneously by two different cells that are separated by less than the frequency reuse distance, even if they correspond to different time slots. Then the base stations (BSs) acquire and release carriers instead of channels. With carrier groupings, the calls are packed into TDMA carriers so that each cell acquires the minimum number of carriers required to carry the calls. Such packing may require intracell channel reassignments when the channels are released. To further improve the spectrum efficiency, intracell channel reassignment is used together with channel ordering [9] .
Microcells encounter a propagation phenomenon called the corner effect. The corner effect is characterized by a sudden large drop (e.g., 20-30 dB) in signal strength (e.g., at 10-20 m distance) when the signal turns around the corner [10] . The corner effect is due to the loss of the line of sight (LOS) component from the serving BS to the MS. In [11] , the properties of symmetrical cell plans in a Manhattan-type environment are studied. Symmetrical cell plans have four nearest cocarrier BSs located at the same distance. Such cell plans can be classified into half-square, full-square and rectangular cell plans [10] - [12] . The half-square cell plan places BSs with omnidirectional antennas at each intersection and each BS covers half a block in all four directions. The shape of each microcell is that of a cross as it is shown in Fig. 1 .
In the full-square cell plan there is a BS with an omnidirectional antenna located at every other intersection and each BS covers a block in all four directions. In the rectangular cell plan each BS covers a fraction of either a horizontal or vertical street with the BS located in the middle of the cell. In this paper, we consider a Manhattan like microcellular environment with half-square cell plan and that there is not reuse constraint for nonline of sight (NLOS) cocarrier cells as in [1] .
We use the propagation model proposed in [12] . Next, we describe that model. For the LOS propagation condition, we consider a two-slope propagation model. The propagation attenua- tion in this model is characterized, in general, by the path loss and log-normal shadowing. The path loss at distance from the transmitter is given by [12] (1) where is the breakpoint distance, that marks the separation between the two LOS segments. The second of these LOS segments has a higher slope ( ) and predicts larger losses than the first one ( ); that is . are the losses at the breakpoint. The breakpoint is given by [12] , [13] (2) where and are the base station and mobile unit antenna heights, respectively and is the wavelength. Non line of sight (NLOS) signals are negligible because of the large signal attenuation around a corner.
The shadowing effect is modeled as 10 , where is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and standard deviation . The required carrier to interference ratio, , is assumed to be 17 dB, which is typical for analog AMPS and more than sufficient for IS-136. The parameters used in simulations are shown.
BS antenna height m 5-9 MS antenna height m 1.5 Frequency MHz 900 and 1800 2 4 Standard deviation of , dB 4 dB 17
A. Frequency Reuse
The set of surrounding cells that interfere with a cell is called the interference neighborhood. The frequency reuse constraint forbids two cells closer than the frequency reuse distance from simultaneously using the same carrier. This is similar to the cochannel reuse constraint of single channel per carrier systems. The frequency reuse factor indicates the number of cells of separation between two cells so that they can use simultaneously the same carriers. For a Manhattan environment with half-square cell plan and , Fig. 1 shows the interference neighborhood and the cell reuse pattern; and Fig. 2 shows that cells , , , , and can use simultaneously the same carriers without violate the reuse pattern.
To determine the frequency reuse factor in the design of the cellular systems, it is necessary to relate it to the outage probability caused by the cocarrier interferers. The cocarrier interference probability in a given point ( ) due to cocarrier interferers, is defined by [14] ( 3) where is the probability of cocarrier interferers being active. If represents the carrier-to-interference ratio due to cocarrier interferers in decibels (dB), then the conditional cocarrier interference probability can be written as (4) is the power of the desired carrier at point ( ) and is the joint interference power at point ( ) from active cocarrier interferers. The carrier-to-interference ratio due to cocarrier interferers can be written as (5) where is the interference power at point ( ) due to cocarrier interferer . This is a log-normal random variable.
The sum of independent log-normal random variables can be well approximated by another log-normal random variable [15] . Thus, can be view as another log-normal random variable. Schwartz and Yeh [15] developed a recursive procedure to obtain the mean and variance of the power sum of a number of uncorrelated log-normal random variables based on exact expressions for the mean and variance of the power sum of two uncorrelated log-normal random variables. The carrier-tointerference ratio at point ( ) due to cocarrier interferers in decibels is given by (6) where is the power of the desired carrier at point ( ) in decibels and is the joint interference power at point ( ) from active carriers in decibels. It follows that is Gaussian with mean value and variance (8) where is the mean value of the received power of the desired signal at point ( ), is the mean value of the joint interference power at point ( ) from active cocarrier interferers, is the variance of the log-normal shadowing variation and is the variance of the interference power due to uncorrelated log-normal cocarrier interferers. and are calculated analytically using the Schwartz and Yeh's method [15] .
The conditional cocarrier interference probability at point ( ) due to cocarrier interferes can now be written as (9) Notice that in the downlink case, is a function of the mobile position. We consider only the downlink for the sake of simplicity and because in a Manhattan environment it has been observed that it shows a similar performance to the uplink [16] . The average conditional probability of cocarrier interference due to cocarrier interferers is defined as (10) where is the probability density function of the mobile position and is the area of service.
B. Violation to the Reuse Pattern
The violation to the reuse pattern (VRP) occurs when a carrier is used simultaneously by a given cell and one cell of its interference neighborhood, as shown in Fig. 3 . Due to the dynamic nature of the channel assignment algorithms, the distances to the cocarrier cells are random variables as well as the number of active cocarrier cells. This is called statistical cell loading [16] . It is practically impossible to find analytically the distribution of these random variables. Thus, we evaluate the effect of this statistical cell loading on the outage probability by a semianalytical approach. To perform the outage probability evaluation we identify every configuration of cocarrier interferers by a unique number . This unique number identify every possible number of cocarrier interferers and every possible location of these cocarrier interferers. Then, the outage probability can be obtained using (11) where represents the configuration number, is the conditional outage probability given the carriers are used in the and is the probability of using carriers in configuration . The probability is evaluated analytically using (10) and considering the location of the cocarrier interferers. The probability that the carriers be used in everyone of the possible configurations is obtained by simulation. Notice that depends on both the traffic distribution and the carrier usage.
For the calculations, we consider cocarrier cells in line of sight until two reuse distances and do not consider the NLOS signals. Thus, to identify solely each configuration of cocarrier interferers with a reuse factor , the configuration number is given by (12) where is the number of active cocarrier cells to a reuse distance of and is the number of active cocarrier cells to a reuse distance of . Notice that if
, it means that a carrier is being used with at least one Violation to the Reuse Pattern ) and ( ), respectively. Notice that not every possible value of represents a valid configuration of cocarrier interferers; i.e., if and , it means that at least two adjacent cells would be using the same carrier simultaneously.
In the considered system to distinguish between a valid configuration and a nonvalid configuration it is sufficient to perform the following comparisons. If and and , then the configuration is valid; otherwise, the configuration is nonvalid. Because with a reuse factor , it is forbidden to reuse carriers in cells less than three cells away each other. Finally, notice that one configuration number could represent several interfering situations, since it does not take into the specific location of the interferers. For example, the configuration ( ) represents four different interfering situations for a given cell; the interferer could be in the north, south, east and west of the given cell. For numerical evaluations, this is considered by knowing that each specific interfering situation represented by a configuration number has the same probability of occurrence. In the case of , each specific interfering situation has an occurring probability equal to 0.25.
III. SOME DDCA SCHEMES
For the evaluation of the channel assignment schemes, we consider the standard IS-136 without global time slot synchronization with three slots per carrier. Thus, the channels are assigned in carrier groups and the base stations (BSs) acquire and release carriers instead of channels. A channel assignment strategy determines how the carriers are allocated to the calls. In this section available carrier means that it is being used neither in a given cell nor in its interference neighborhood. In general, whenever a channel is needed, a strategy is followed which, if necessary, selects a carrier for acquisition according to a carrier acquisition criterion. When a channel is released, another strategy is followed which, if necessary, selects a carrier to be released according to a carrier release criterion. Next, we describe briefly five possible criteria that can rapidly select carriers for acquisition and release, based on local information: the Simple Dynamic Channel Assignment (SDCA) [1] , the Geometric Dynamic Channel Assignment (GDCA) [2] , the Dynamic Channel Assignment (DCA) [3] , the Dynamic Resource Acquisition (DRA) [4] and the Local Packing (LP) [5] algorithm. These schemes have been proposed as the best ones by their respective authors, but they have not been compared in a common scenario. These strategies use the concepts of carrier ordering and intracell channel reassignment, described in [1] , [17] . Basically, carrier ordering means that all carriers are ordered such that the first available carrier has the highest priority to be assigned to the next local call and the last busy carrier is given the highest priority to be released; and the intracell channel reassignment is a rearrangement of calls within a cell to carriers that are closer to the beginning of the carrier ordering of this cell.
A. The Simple DCA Strategy
The carrier selection criteria in SDCA is as follows [1] . When a carrier is needed in a cell, the available carrier occurring nearest to the beginning of the carrier ordering of this cell is selected. If there are no available carriers, then the carrier acquisition fails. When a carrier is released in a cell, the busy carrier occurring nearest to the end of the carrier ordering of this cell is selected. This may require an intracell channel reassignment. The cell only needs to know the busy/idle status of carriers of the cells in its interference neighborhood.
B. The Geometric DCA Strategy
The carrier selection criteria in the GDCA is as follow [2] . Each base station (BS) acquires (and releases) carriers according to an individual preference list, striving to maintain a carrier usage pattern resembling the one of an FCA, as long as this is compatible with the offered traffic pattern. This means that the carriers with highest priority for the BS (i.e., the first ones the BS attempts to acquire and the last ones the BS releases) are just the ones which would have been semipermanently assigned to the BS if a FCA scheme would have been implemented.
The GDCA algorithm is based on the concepts of label number and carrier pool. Each cell in the mobile network is semipermanently assigned a label according to the two following rules.
1) A cell cannot be assigned any of the label numbers already given to cells belonging to its interference neighborhood.
2) The total number of assigned label numbers in the whole cellular network should be kept to the minimum compatible with rule 1). Thus, the difference between the SDCA and the GDCA is the way in which the carrier ordering and the priority list are built.
C. The DCA Strategy
The DCA algorithm is based on the definition of a cost function for the carrier selection criteria [3] . The carriers are divided into nominal and non nominal carriers. The cost function takes into account the carrier usage in the DRA neighborhood, shown in Fig. 4 for and prioritizes the use of nominal carriers. Finally, the carrier with the minimum cost is selected. 
D. The Dynamic Resource Allocation (DRA) Strategy
The carrier selection criteria in DRA is as follow [1] , [4] . When a carrier must be selected for acquisition or release in a cell, a reward/cost function is calculated for each carrier. The cost associated with a carrier acquisition is the number of cells in the interference neighborhood that would be deprived from using that carrier after it is acquired. When a carrier is acquired, the available carrier having the smallest cost is selected. When the cost function results in a tie, the carrier appearing nearest to the beginning of the carrier ordering is acquired.
The reward associated with a carrier release is the number of cells in the interference neighborhood that could acquire that carrier after it is released. When a carrier is released, the busy carrier giving the largest reward is selected. When the reward function results in a tie, the carrier appearing nearest to the end of the carrier ordering is released. Again, an intracell channel reallocation of calls may be required. The calculation of the reward/cost function requires that each cell has channel usage information from the set of surrounding cells called the DRA neighborhood and shown in Fig. 4 for .
E. The Local Packing DDCA Algorithm
When a carrier is needed in a cell, the available carrier occurring nearest to the beginning of the carrier ordering of this cell is selected, as in the SDCA. But if there are no available carriers, then the base station looks for a carrier used in only one cell of its interference neighborhood. If found, it identifies the corresponding cell and checks to see whether that cell has available carriers. If that is the case, it sends a request to that cell to reassign the calls currently using that carrier to another carrier and it assigns the found carrier to its access request [5] . As in the SDCA, when a carrier is released in a cell, the busy carrier occurring nearest to the end of the carrier ordering of this cell is selected.
IV. AVAILABLE CARRIER WITH VIOLATION
Observe that there are different numbers and ways in which the carrier can be used with violation to the reuse pattern. To minimize the degradation of the quality of service we choice the least harmful way in which the carriers can be used with violation. The concept of available carrier with violation takes into account this as follow. The concept of available carrier with violation allows to use carriers with at most one VRP under the restriction that both cells that use simultaneously the same carrier must be the farthest cells of their interference neighborhoods. This means that the carrier used with VRP must be reused with a frequency reuse factor of . For example with , cells and of the Fig. 3 can use simultaneously the same carrier. The results show that this can be done because the degradation of the quality of service is negligible.
In the conventional DDCA algorithms, that do not allow to use carriers with violation, available carrier means that it is being used neither in a given cell nor in its interference neighborhood. When the concept of available carrier with violation is employed, available carrier means that it is not being used in a given cell and it may be in use with VRP in at most one of the four farthest cells of its interference neighborhood.
V. THE DDCA WITH VRP SCHEMES
The DDCA with VRP algorithms allow to use carriers with at most one VRP under the restriction that both cells that use simultaneously the same carrier must be the farthest cells of their interference neighborhoods. On the other hand, the DDCA can be accomplished without the use of a central controller and limited intercell communication. Such strategy is necessarily suboptimum because each cell only has access to partial information. However, the distribution of computation and the reduced communication makes it feasible. In general, whenever a channel is needed, a strategy is followed which, if necessary, selects a carrier for acquisition according to a carrier acquisition criterion. When a channel is released, another strategy is followed which, if necessary, selects a carrier to be released according to a carrier release criterion.
The DDCA with VRP schemes can still be implemented in a distributed way at the base stations, since the carrier selection can be done by base station. Each base station assigns channels to new or handoff calls using a carrier occupancy matrix that contains the necessary and sufficient local information for each base station to select a channel. The content of the carrier occupancy matrix is updated by collecting carrier occupancy information from all interfering cells through a simple procedure: each base station, when seizing or releasing a carrier, sends this information to all its interfering cells [5] . In the DRA and DCA schemes, it is necessary to send this information to all interfering cells of its interference neighborhood because each base station must have carrier usage information for its entire interference neighborhood.
Notice that this is the same information required by the DDCA strategies without violation to the reuse pattern. For the selection of the carriers, the additional information required for the DDCA with VRP schemes is the condition of use of the carriers: with or without VRP. Notice that this can be implemented with only one additional bit per carrier in use to identify the condition of use of each carrier. We call this the violation bit. If the violation bit indicates that a potential selected carrier to be used with VRP in a given cell already is being with one VRP by other cells, then this carrier cannot be used in that cell. If this were done, that carrier would be used with two violations to the reuse pattern, but this not possible because the carriers can be used with at most one VRP. Thus, when a carrier is acquired with VRP it is necessary to send the violation bit information to the carriers that could use that carrier with VRP. In this way, the number of BSs that requires interchange information is the same that in DDCA without VRP schemes. When the concept of available carrier with violation is introduced in the acquisition carrier policy of the DDCA without VRP schemes, as shown in Fig. 5 , emerges a new family of distributed dynamic channel assignment algorithms. This new family of algorithms is called distributed dynamic channel assignment with one violation to the reuse pattern (DDCA with one VRP). Simulation and analytical results show that the strategy of allowing to use carriers with one VRP decreases the probabilities of new call blocking and of forced termination, with a negligible increase in the average outage probability. Table I shows the DDCA algorithms that allow the use of carriers with one VRP and the DDCA algorithms from which they emerge.
VI. SIMULATION MODEL
For our evaluation, we consider the proposal from SIG 5 for a microcellular environment with half-square cell plan [12] . That environment is a linear street LOS microcells from a Manhattan like city center. Homogeneous squared buildings of 200 m side and 30 m wide streets characterize the environment. As half-square cell plan is assumed, base stations are separated by 230 m. It is assumed that subscriber traffic flowing off an edge of the grid wraps around to the opposite edge. However, the interference neighborhood of each cell do not wrap around. We use the teletraffic model described in [1] , [4] and the propagation model explained in Section II. Next, we describe briefly the teletraffic model used.
A. Teletraffic Model
To account for the uneven distribution of teletraffic, the identical active-dormant Markov model from [1] , [4] is used. The model is Markovian so that all the events occur with exponentially distributed interarrival times. However, the parameters of the distributions change with time to reflect the time-varying nature of the model. The state of cell at any time can be described by the new call arrival rate and the number of active calls . is the rate at which new calls arrive in cell . It is the reciprocal of the mean new call interarrival time.
As the simulation progresses, five types of events are generated: new call arrivals, call completions, handoff attempts, active-to-dormant mode transitions and dormant-to-active mode transitions. All events occur independently; therefore, five random times are generated and the next event corresponds to one with the minimum time. Once an event is selected, the event must be randomly assigned to a cell. 1) New call arrivals: the call interarrival time in cell is exponentially distributed with parameter . As in [1] , [4] , this parameter is binary valued, where . These two new call arrivals rates correspond to two different cell modes, active and dormant. The arrivals of new calls in different cells are assumed to be independent. 2) Call completions: the duration of each call is exponentially distributed with parameter , where is the mean call duration. 3) Handoff Attempts: a handoff is attempted whenever an active call crosses a cell boundary and needs to be serviced by the target cell. To determine the handoff rate, it is assumed that each call is handed off an average of times over its duration. Then, the average velocity of the users is m/s. Notice that to suffer an average number of handoffs per call with base stations separated by 230 m, a user must to travel over 230 meters during seconds in average. 
VII. RESULTS
To avoid the edge effect, all the results presented in this section were collected from the four central cells of a microcellular system with 144 microcells, unless otherwise stated. First, we obtained the reliability probability for the downlink worst case for different situations. The worst case occurs when the cocarrier cells are at the smallest allowable distant. The reliability probability is the complement of the outage probability; that is, the probability that the carrier to interference ratio is greater than , . This probability is calculated for and allowing one, two and three VRP and additionally varying the BS antenna height and the frequency of operation, . The results are shown in Fig. 6 for MHz and for MHz. Observe that the reuse efficiency at 900 MHz is higher than the reuse efficiency at 1800 MHz. The reason for this is that the breakpoint distance at 1800 MHz is about double that at 900 MHz, resulting in a degraded interference shielding effect, i.e., the desired mobile's propagation follows an inverse-square law, whereas the cocarrier interferer's propagation follows an inverse fourth-power law. If the quality of service requires 97% reliability probability, that for MHz the reuse factor could be and for MHz the reuse factor could be . In some cases the quality of service could admit to use carriers with one VRP, even if all the carriers were continuously used with VRP. For example, for MHz and m, if the quality of service is 97% one VRP could be tolerated for , even if all the carriers were used with one VRP. The new DDCA with one VRP schemes evaluated are: the simple dynamic channel assignment with one VRP (SDVRP), the geometric dynamic channel allocation with one VRP (GDVRP), the dynamic channel allocation with one VRP (DCVRP), the dynamic resource acquisition with one VRP (DRVRP), and the local packing with one VRP (LPVRP). Considering the downlink worst case, the lower bound of the reliability probability for the channel assignment strategies with one VRP can be obtained using (15) where and are the probabilities that a carrier be used with and without VRP, respectively. These probabilities do not consider the specific configuration. and are the conditional worst case probabilities that the given that the carriers are used with and without VRP, respectively. For the considered system, these probabilities are given by and , respectively. The probabilities that a carrier be used with and without VRP depend on the offered traffic and the channel assignment strategy. Observe from Fig. 7 that the probability that a carrier be used with VRP is less than 5% for all the range of offered traffic simulated. This is because the DDCA with VRP schemes tend naturally to release the carriers used with VRP before the carriers used without violation as they use intracell channel reassignments. Fig. 8 shows the degradation of the as a function of the offered traffic for the different DCA strategies evaluated. This figure shows also the lower bound reliability probabilities for the limiting cases , without VRP and , all the carriers are used with VRP. We can observe that the degradation of the reliability probability because of the use of carriers with VRP is negligible. Notice that the reliability probabilities of the different DCA strategies are much closer to the reliability probability for the limiting case without VRP than to limiting case with VRP.
Figs. 9 and 10 show results collected from the four central cells of a microcellular system with 324 microcell [18] . Fig. 9 shows the conditional outage probability given the specific configuration number, observe that the most harmful situations are for high values of configuration numbers. As high values of configuration number ( ), represent closer and more active cocarrier cells, the outage probability is a monotonically increasing function of the configuration number. Fig. 10 shows the probability that the carriers are used in every configuration, , in the LPVRP scheme for an offered traffic of 30 Erlangs/cell. We obtain these probabilities counting the time that the carriers are used in every configuration and dividing them by the total simulation time. We observe from this figure that the carriers with VRP are used more frequently in the least harmful configurations. Note, that when the carriers cannot be used with violation, then of (12) . Thus, the configuration numbers between {0, …, 3124} are situations where the carriers are used without VRP, see (12) . The LPVRP allows to use carriers with at most one VRP, then can take the values of 0 or 1. Therefore, the configuration numbers between {3125, …, 6249} are situations where a carrier is used with one VRP.
Figs. 11, 12, 13, and 14 compare the probabilities of new call blocking, and of forced termination versus the offered traffic for the different DCA strategies evaluated. These figures show also the performance of the MP algorithm, dashed lines, and of the fixed channel assignment strategy (FCA). Notice that the call forced termination probability is the probability to have a call dropped owing to the lack of available resources in the target cell of the handoff. We can observe that the DDCA with VRP schemes show lower probabilities of new call blocking and of forced termination than DDCA without VRP schemes for all the range of offered traffic simulated and therefore higher spectral efficiency is achieved. We consider that the grade of service requires a probability of new call blocking and a probability of forced termination . We determine the system capacity from Figs. 11-14 as the maximum offered traffic for which and are satisfied. Table II shows the offered traffic per cell and the relative gains of the different channel assignment strategies. Observe that the capacity increases because of the use of carriers with VRP ranges from 3.5 to 6% and that all the DDCA with VRP schemes overcome the performance of the MP algorithm. Notice that our proposed LPVRP scheme achieves 35% capacity increase relative to the FCA strategy and 6% relative to the MP algorithm without the need of centralized coordination and global rearrangements. Fig. 15 shows the probability of acquiring a carrier with Violation to the Reuse Pattern (VRP). Observe that this probability is higher than the probability to use a carrier with VRP, . Even when the probability of acquiring a carrier with VRP could be high, see Fig. 15 , the use of carrier with VRP is small, ; less than 5% for all the range of offered traffic simulated, see Fig. 7 . This is because the DDCA with VRP schemes tend naturally to release the carriers used with VRP before the carriers used without violation. Thus, they are used with violation during small time intervals. Note that although the LPVRP strategy shows the highest probability of acquired carriers with VRP, it shows a moderated probability of using carriers with VRP. This is because in this strategy there are more frequent carrier rearrangements and so the carriers used with VRP tend to be released quicker than in the other strategies. Finally, Fig. 16 shows the carrier acquisition rate versus the offered traffic. For comparative purposes, it is considered that a carrier is acquired in FCA when the status of a carrier changes from idle to busy. The LPVRP and the LP strategies show the higher carrier acquisition rates due to their aggressive characteristic. But, this is less than 20% higher than that for FCA for all the range of offered traffic simulated.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the frequency reuse and the distributed dynamic channel assignment for microcellular networks. We show that it is possible to use carriers with violation to the frequency reuse pattern with an insignificant degradation of the quality of service. As a result, a new family of DDCA algorithms was proposed and evaluated: the DDCA with VRP algorithms. The following conclusions can be drawn from our results. The reuse efficiency at 900 MHz is higher than the reuse efficiency at 1800 MHz. The reason for this is that the breakpoint distance at 1800 MHz is about double that at 900 MHz, resulting in a degraded interference shielding effect. The use of carriers with VRP is an effective strategy to increase the system capacity at the expense of an insignificant degradation of the quality of service. This is because the probability of using a carrier with violation is small and when the carriers are used with violation they are used in the least harmful situations. For the selection of the carriers, the additional information required for the DDCA with VRP schemes is the condition of use of the carriers: with or without VRP. This can be implemented with only one additional bit per carrier in use to identify the condition of use of each carrier. We call this the violation bit. For the performance targets considered, all the DDCA with VRP schemes evaluated overcome the performance of the MP algorithm, without the need for centralized coordination and without global carrier reallocations. The proposed LPVRP strategy shows the best performance at the expense of a higher carrier acquisition rate. This scheme achieves 35% capacity increase relative to the FCA strategy and 6% relative to the MP algorithm.
